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That is one of the reasons why Pöyry started the 
project “Operator tools for controlling fiber qual-
ity in the manufacture of CTMP/ TMP in a energy 
efficient way”

One of the outcomes of that project is that they 
have decided to install a fiber analyzer from Ino-
vocell at Fors.

Background

Pöyry is producing termomechanical pulps(TMP), 
which is usuallly used for printing papers such as 
newsprints.This production method has a lot ad-
vantages , like high bulk, low production cost, 
low waste of rawmaterial. 

Pöyry is producing termomechanical pulps(TMP), 
which is usuallly used for printing papers such as 
newsprints.

                                              The main disadvan-
tage with TMP is the energy consumption.

                   

                         together with some other companys 
within the same industry.



Changes

Analog > Controling one machine > Controling many machines



 Controling many machines from distance

Industry today
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The fiber analyzer

The fiber analyzer has a camera that can picture 
200 000 fibers and 1000 000 fines(small,short fibers 
or pieces fo fibers) every 20 second. 

The analyzer uses the measured information to 
make virtual sheets and calculate many of the 
physical properties which can be measured by a 
technician at a lab.

The fiber analyzer has a camera that can picture 
200 000 fibers and 1000 000 fines(small,short fibers 
or pieces fo fibers) every 20 second.
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Problem

How to communicate different 
time-varying variables to operators so that 
it’s easy to read the information, and that 
they are not interfering to much with the 
existing information and equipments.

Goal
Create a operator control interface that is 
communicating 2-3 different time-varying 
variables. The variables should be possible 
to replace with other variables.

Restrictions

A 2-4 year technological perspective 
should be adopted in combination 
with a realistic level of acceptence.

Targetgroup

Professional operators.



Field studies



Userstudies



Operator room



Analysis



- Age 20-70

- Design for all- colurblind, hearing, arthritis 
etc.

- Gets special training

- Likes shortcommands

- Interest in technology - not affraid

- Down-to-earth

- Highschool education or higher

User



Task analysis

 Initial stage During shift  Shift handoff 

Initial checks- alarms, trends etc

Receiving info from previous shift Report to next shiftOngoing monitoring

Exchange of info between 
the operators

Exchange of info between 
the operators and the 

maintenance staff

Adjustement correction 
of problems

Breaks-Lunch,fika



Design opportunities

Share information with others

User learned behavior

Simulation system

Reward

Change of activity position



Design opportunities

Non visual communication (sight problems)

Remote controling

Integration of the new analyser into
 the currentsystem

Keep them engaged



Inspiration

Gestalt laws

http://www.slideshare.
net/chelsc/gestalt-laws-
and-design-presentation



“Further, it has been suggested 
that our attentionis first drawn to 

abrupt changes, including heavier 
marks or brighter colours[Kos89]”

The aesthetics of graph visualzation



Colours

Bright colours





“Through processes
such as edge detection, we perceive properties (e.g.,
symmetry and collinearity) [Bie87], and ultimately cre-
ate objects that help us interact with our environment. 

There is a possible evolutionary basis for these percep-
tual processes inlcuding our ability to rapidly distin-

guish symmetrical objects”
[KBO03].
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Koncept 1
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Koncept 5
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Koncept 6



Evaluation with users


